
MEMORANDUM 
To:  Prosper Portland, ZGF 

From:  Project for Public Spaces 

Date:  July 11, 2018 

Subject: Broadway Corridor Master Plan: June Site Visit Report 

On June 24–29, Gary Toth and Nate Storring from Project for Public Spaces travelled to 
Portland, OR to help facilitate the June BCMP Steering Committee meeting, conduct 
observations, stakeholder interviews, and pop-up engagement. This report summarizes the 
findings from that site visit, beginning with a general overview organized by the BCMP’s six 
guiding principles, and then broken down by activity in subsequent pages. 

ACCOUNTABLE 

• An Open-Ended Vision: Some steering committee members expressed concern about 
deciding on features like public art, play structures, and other long-term uses like retail 
before future residents have a chance to weigh in—particularly people of color and low 
income people. In PPS’s experience, taking a “lighter, quicker, cheaper” approach would 
allow Broadway Corridor to start testing ideas early, while leaving room at the table for 
future residents. PBOT may be a good public partner in implementing these interim 
activations, based on their Livable Streets Strategy. 

• Place Management: Numerous interviewees and steering committee members expressed 
the need to create a place management organization for the Broadway Corridor, both for 
practical reasons and for the sake of accountability. A BID or similar private nonprofit 
could take the pressure off of Parks and Recreation to manage yet another space, while 
helping to achieve goals for placemaking, addressing homelessness, and facilitating 
equity-oriented programs, from job training to entrepreneurship. In past projects, PPS has 
found that this work can and should begin during the interim activation phase. 

CONNECTED 

• Green Loop: Both PBOT and Parks and Recreation reemphasized the need to continue the 
North Park Blocks and help implement the Green Loop vision for the area.  

• Streets as Places: PBOT is open to a wide variety of experiments to treat streets as places 
to linger and gather on site, from shared spaces to road diets to a new pedestrian and 
cycling connection to the Broadway overpass. These creative strategies will be particularly 
important in knitting the site into the surrounding city. 
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• Waterfront Access: Some steering committee members suggested that while the 
waterfront has some popular activities and feel welcome to a diverse audience, access is 
limited—particularly near the Broadway Corridor site. How could BCMP improve access? 

EQUITABLE 

• No One’s Backyard: One of the most important takeaways from the steering committee 
meeting is that spaces that feel like someone else’s backyard often feel uncomfortable for 
others. In order to ensure that Broadway Corridor’s public space serves a diverse audience, 
it will have to strike more of a “civic” or “downtown” tone, more like Pioneer Courthouse 
Square or Director Park than Jamison Square, for example. To PPS, this suggests a space 
that is at the south end of the site, has a downtown-like land-use mix in adjacent parcels, 
high connectivity to streets and transit, and a program with a citywide appeal, rather than 
serving the neighborhood alone. 

• Cultural Diversity: Steering committee members identified food, arts and culture, and 
landmarks (like cherry blossoms on the waterfront) as important ways to attract a diverse 
constituency to Broadway Corridor. In all cases, it is important that these features are both 
for and by individuals in the communities they intend to reach. In particular, many 
expressed a need for an indoor space for 500 people with affordable or free rentals, which 
could be used for Chinese banquets, performances, and more. 

• Homelessness: People living outside is a reality of the Broadway Corridor site, and must 
be addressed directly. A number of people may be displaced as the project develops, while 
others are likely to stay near Bud Clark Commons on the site’s eastern edge, among other 
places. Support for shelters, mobile engagement teams, and services can help mitigate the 
impact of the BCMP on the current residents of the site, and facilitate a comfortable 
balance for all users of new public spaces. Public space subcontractors like Clean and Safe 
can also offer a path to employment for some people experiencing homelessness on site. 

PROSPEROUS 

• Entrepreneurship: Numerous steering committee members and other interviewees 
expressed interest in a Portland Mercado-like space on the Broadway Corridor site, which 
combines affordable retail and work space for new businesses, support organizations, and 
public space amenities in one location. Entrepreneurship support organizations in other 
industries may also benefit from sharing these facilities. 

• Procurement & Operations: Whenever possible, contracts for public space furniture, 
structures, and other amenities, as well as services like maintenance, security, or catering, 
should make use of local talent, and particularly minority- and women-owned businesses. 
This is not only an equitable approach, but promotes a sense of place and local pride.  

RESILIENT 

• Double-Duty Greenery: Numerous steering committee members as well as Parks and 
Recreation expressed a desire for greenery on the Broadway Corridor site, with an 
emphasis on elements that serve both natural and human uses, such as community 
gardens, ecoroofs with agriculture, or vertical greenery that provides cooling and shade. 
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• Water Management: Public spaces provide an important avenue for stormwater 
management. Both Parks and Recreation and Milagro Theatre expressed a preference for 
green drainage systems over hardscape. Much like other natural features, these elements 
are opportunities for human uses as well, like education and interactive water features. 

VIBRANT 

• Food: Affordable food trucks came up frequently as a way to attract people to the site. In 
particular, the remaining downtown food truck pods lack the public space amenities 
(seating, shade, other uses) of their outlying counterparts—a niche that a new Broadway 
Corridor public space could fill. As mentioned above, food also provides an opportunity for 
inclusive entrepreneurship and to connect with a variety of communities in Portland. 

• Arts & Culture: Free/affordable cultural programming also came up often as a strong 
attraction for a diverse citywide audience, and as a means to support diverse artists. 

• Recreation: Parks and Recreation suggested that downtown has an oversupply of 
programmed public spaces (like Director Park), but not enough opportunities for 
recreation. Among steering committee members, basketball came up frequently as a 
desirable use, though not at the expense of a variety of programming. 

• Existing Anchors: Ecotrust, Union Station, Transition Projects, the Pacific Northwest 
College of Art are all important existing anchors on the Broadway Corridor, and could be 
important partners in activating the site if given an effective forum to collaborate. Ecotrust, 
for example, has created a comfortable patio space at the back of their building. How could 
this process empower them to spill out onto NW 9th Avenue as well? 

NEXT STEPS 

• Steering Committee: To help re-engage the steering committee, PPS will aim to lead 
activities that take advantage of member skills and knowledge, and have a stronger equity 
lens than during the June meeting. PPS also plans to give an opportunity for feedback 
about our initial findings from the June visit through this activity, and refine the results 
into a set of placemaking goals for BCMP’s six guiding principles. Lastly, PPS will engage 
in a deeper discussion of the projected users for the site, based on the constituencies 
represented by steering committee members.  

• Supplementary Interviews: Given the relatively low turnout for June’s steering 
committee meeting, PPS plans to conduct a series of interviews before and during the July 
site visit with members who could not attend, particularly those representing specific 
constituencies around the city. 

• Community Engagement: After testing a pop-up activity during the June trip, PPS has 
concluded that Lara Media is better positioned to conduct public outreach with diverse 
communities. However, PPS will coordinate with Lara to help frame questions and share 
findings.  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VISUAL BRAINSTORMING EXERCISE SUMMARY 

During the June BCMP Steering Committee meeting, attendees were asked to use sticky 
notes to brainstorm ideas for the kinds of uses and amenities that could happen on the 
Broadway Corridor site across a range of categories, from arts and culture to social services 
to business incubation. Below is a table transcribing the responses in each category. Bullet 
points with asterisks indicate ideas that others “upvoted” by placing a sticker on the sticky 
note (one asterisk per sticker). 

GENERAL THEMES 

• An Open-Ended Vision: Ensure that future residents, especially low-income people and 
people of color, have a meaningful ability to shape the site’s program after ribbon-cutting. 

• Gathering Space: Provide free or affordable indoor and outdoor space for cultural events, 
job training, entrepreneurship programs, and other gatherings (up to 500 people). 

• Prosperous Places: Connect people of color, women, and low-income individuals to 
economic opportunity by leveraging procurement and ongoing public space operations. 

• Affordability: Offer a variety of retail, food, and recreational uses that are affordable for 
both customers and businesses. 

• Double-Duty Greenery: Create green features that serve both natural and human needs, 
e.g. habitat or sustainable infrastructure, as well as amenity or educational tool. 

• Public Space for All: Foster an accessible, safe, welcoming public realm that includes 
physical features like universal design standards, access to transit, seating, shade, shelter, 
and lighting, as well as friendly personnel like non-militarized security and “navigators” to 
connect people with services and resources. 

Use Categories Responses

Arts & Culture

• Carousel pavilion as catalyst for recreation and 
entertainment*** 

• Attract people from beyond Portland 
• Performance and event spaces 
• Rotating mural 
• Future low-income and people of color residents define

Education

• Public K-5 to serve Pearl District 
• K-16 and community ED 
• Job training facilities 
• Parks and green spaces focused on interpreting past and 

current natural history/ecology of the site (Tanner Springs)

Use Categories
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Events

• Event programming that reflects community** 
• $0 permit fees to lower barriers for community use

Food & Beverages

• Food courts with covered outdoor seating, fire pit!  
• Beer garden 
• Chinese community needs a big Chinese restaurant that can 

handle 400+ banquets. Food quality needs to match quality and 
service of counterparts in San Francisco and New York. 
(Response: I don’t feel like this is the correct space for this 
though… This should be in Chinatown.)  

• Places to get a $1 cup of coffee 
• Reflect needs and priorities of displaced people who have right 

to return

Greenery

• ADA paths 
• Expand Park Blocks 
• Community garden 
• Commercial farm space for people of color and low-income 

people 
• Space for quiet contemplation 
• Parks and green spaces provide different functions and 

experiences 
• Ecoroofs for pollinators and public access to nature 
• Vertical green spaces via green walls that engage people and 

provide habitat and cooling 
• Significant forest canopy for multiple benefits: shade, access to 

habitat, nature 
• Green spaces that reflect the area’s past and current ecology, 

geology, history 
• Access to and improvement of ecology of the river banks

Incubator Spaces

• Focus on women/minority-owned businesses 
• Affordable spaces 
• Free/subsidized space for startup-supporting organizations 
• 100% affordable housing 
• Low-cost/free event space

Pedestrian & Transit 
Amenities

• Free transit in entire system for low-income residents* 
• MAX or streetcar 
• Benches, lighting 
• Multilingual and audible way finding signage 
• Can this community help with the lack of vehicle parking in 

Chinatown?

ResponsesUse Categories
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Play

• Carousel pavilion*** 
• All-season outdoor space** 
• Intergenerational 
• Community games 
• Chess/checkers 
• Universal design 
• Future low-income residents define

Retail

• Affordable commercial lease space*  
• Retail space priced for minority businesses

Social Services

• Unarmed security, non-militarized uniforms** 
• “No wrong door” concept, easy to connect with what you need* 
• How can this community contribute to assisting the homeless 

situation in neighboring neighborhoods?*  
• Navigators with good knowledge of city resources 
• Outreach(mobile) engagement of those living outside 
• Social services is a loaded term! How can we work with the 

houseless population?

Sports & Recreation

• Free space for activities 
• 24-hour usage* 
• Accessible 
• Covered space

Sustainable 
Infrastructure

• Creates jobs for low-income people and people of color* 
• Make this a priority for entire corridor 
• Educational component

Other

• 100% affordable housing 
• High wages for people building the site and ongoing 

operations

ResponsesUse Categories
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POWER OF 10+ EXERCISE SUMMARY 

During the June BCMP Steering Committee meeting, attendees were broken into five groups 
tasked with identifying existing public places they feel fulfill the BCMP’s six guiding 
principles (with a green sticker), places that do not (with a red one), and places they think 
could do so with certain improvements (with a yellow one), briefly recording why they 
selected it. Then each group selected one place from each category that they felt the BCMP 
could learn the most from for a “deep dive” discussion, answering questions about who uses 
the site, what improvements could be made, and what the biggest takeaways are for the 
BCMP, followed by a report back to the entire group. 

The following pages include two maps showing the locations of all group’s stickers, one at a 
the scale of a 10-minute walk and another at the Central City scale. Circled clusters of 
stickers indicate sites selected for one or more group’s deep dive. Following the two maps is 
a table of describing the same places, ordered by how often they were mentioned. Each entry 
includes the number of stickers it received in each category (green, yellow and red), whether 
or not the site is within a 10-minute walk of the site (marked with a Y), and a summary of 
every group’s comments about the site. 

GENERAL THEMES: 

• Backyards & Civic Spaces: Some spaces feel associated with specific communities, while 
others feel “open to all.” To achieve its goals, Broadway Corridor must provide at least one 
key space that is the latter. Committee members identified Director Park, the waterfront, 
and Pioneer Courthouse Square as inclusive places, while the Pearl District parks felt less 
comfortable for some and Dawson Park felt unique to the African-American community. 

• Vibrant Community Places: Committee members expressed the need for a wide variety of 
things to do, from flexible event spaces to barbecues to interactive water features. This is 
especially true for activities that bring people together. Equally important are features that 
provide comfort for all, including natural surroundings, seating, public bathrooms and 
showers, seasonal heat, shade and shelter, and a walkable, accessible streetscape. 

• Gentrification: Affordability came up again and again as a factor in inclusive public 
spaces, from the expensive, exclusive retail near Jamison Square to the cheap and inclusive 
chains of Lloyd Center. However, gentrification has a cultural side too, and familiar 
elements like the waterfront’s cherry blossoms and tables for dominos at Dawson Park can 
make the difference in how welcoming a place feels almost as much as cost itself. 

• In the Ped Shed: A variety of assets and opportunities exist within a ten-minute walk 
radius of the site. In particular, committee members emphasized the positive contribution 
of the PNCA, the BCMP site’s potential to support Chinatown and the North Park Blocks, 
and its role as a necessary counterpoint to the parks of the Pearl District.  

• Business, Big & Small: Moda Center came up frequently as an example of what not to do, 
focusing on its fortress-like built form and perceived low return on public investment. 
Meanwhile, businesses like Powell’s Books, Chinatown’s storefronts, and food trucks were 
identified as important “third places” and potential partners in implementation.   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Place G Y R 10min Notes

Jamison Square 4 2 1 Y

Shade, water, food. Vibrant, public, music. 

Users: Young families, neighbors, people who 
use the streetcar to get there, urban and 
suburban. Not diverse, despite being close to 
low-income housing (Pearl Court). Amenities 
matter more than location. 

Short-Term Improvements: Additional 
transportation options, bocce, BBQ, trees, 
free lunch programming, basketball, 
culturally specific programming, bathrooms, 
showers, community health resources, more 
affordable retail and food options, 
performance.  

Long-term Improvements: increase balance.

Waterfront 3 3 1 Y

Users: Feels open to everyone. 

Tom McCall Park: Active, well-programmed. 
Free (no entry fee, like sports event). 

Waterfront Bowl: Can get “feet wet,” large 
green “works for everything,” cherry 
blossoms (cultural connectivity). 

Waterfront Access: Poor and infrequent. Lack 
of clarity, needs wayfinding, river edge 
activation, allow waterfront approach. 
Cycling access. 

Saturday Market: Tremendous opportunity, 
poor balance of utilization.

Place
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Moda Center 4

Single use, gentrified neighborhood. Causes 
traffic and parking challenges. Supports big 
business and chains, not local business. 
Doesn’t feel safe. Lack of history, lack of 
human scale. Why would we come if a game 
weren’t on? 

Lack of living-wage jobs, no housing, few 
economic opportunities. Poor universal 
design. Low return on investment. 

Users: Blazers fans, concert goers who pay 
high ticket prices. 

Short-term Improvements: activating mall 
space, food choices (carts, etc.), accessible/
affordable events. Long-term Improvements: 
Diversify use/utility.

Dawson Park 3

African American cultural center, clear space 
definition, big employer, kids area, party area. 
History of community, lots of things to do.

Lloyd Center 3

Affordable, food, great for kids and teens. 
Really ugly. Not walkable. Lots of access and 
opportunity.

Colonel Summers Park 1 1

Accessible, many events and activities, 
transit area, diverse.

The Fields Park 1 1 Y

Gathering, interaction, dogs. Access could be 
improved with more affordable housing and 
services.

Director Park 2

Food, retail, program, seating, fountain. 
Feels open to everyone.

G Y R 10min NotesPlace
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Irving Park 2

Wide mix of uses, public outdoor space. 
Everyone is welcome, diverse. Basketball 
draws big crowds of young people, older folks 
watch. 

Needs more play equipment for younger 
kids, more activities for older people.

Ladd’s Addition 1 1

Model for missing middle housing (though 
not affordable).

North Park Blocks 1 1 Y

Good kids area. Otherwise, isolated, no 
parking, no eyes on the street, disconnected. 

Users: School kids (Emerson), homeless, 
basketball and bocce ball players. 

Short-Term Improvements: Encourage 
activity, program uses, increase light (take 
out a few trees?). Link history of space to 
kids’ play. 

Mid-Term Improvements: Improve 
connectivity, increase eyes on the street. 
Increase kiosks of activity (e.g. Las Ramblas, 
Barcelona). Long-Term Improvements: Soften 
edges. Create a destination. 

Takeaways: Get the ground-level activity 
right, think about season and access to light, 
toilets are not activation but necessary. 
Needs to be incredibly usable, multi-use, 
need more flexibility, tourist destination?

Pioneer Courthouse 
Square 1 1

Food, retail, program, seating, fountain. 
Feels open to everyone. Great for events, 
super hot in the summer, no cover in the 
winter.

G Y R 10min NotesPlace
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Portland Art Museum 1 1

Let’s not lose the accessibility.

Providence Park 1 1

Transportation system supports 
programming and livability, vendor diversity. 
Super active during events, somewhat 
integrated other times.

Tanner Springs Park 1 1 Y

Quiet, contemplative, nature. Access could be 
improved with more affordable housing and 
services.

Tilikum Crossing 1 1

New bridge, car free. Pedestrians have tough 
time navigating on east side.

Alder St Food Cart Pod 1

Great choices, but no places to linger or 
gather.

Centennial Mills 1 Y

Access to and improvement of ecological 
condition of the river.

Old Town Chinatown 1 Y

Historic significance for the Chinese 
community. Attract Chinese community back 
to area through better collaboration, bigger 
voice in broader community. Hidden groups 
need a champion. 

Parking problems need fixing—not enough.  

Homeless situation and high crime create 
sense of discomfort. Disperse?  

Encourage/support local businesses to 
improve area. 

G Y R 10min NotesPlace
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Con-way Block 290 1

No affordable units, no uses for communities 
of color. 

Eastbank Esplanade 1

No food, retail.

Greyhound Bus Station 1 Y

Potential redevelopment if Greyhound 
moves.

Keller Fountain Park 1

H20! So pretty.

Mississipi/Boise/Elliot 1

Affordability challenges, but first public 
school with preference overlay for displaced 
residents. “Could go either way.”

O’Bryant Square Park 1 Y

Symbol of a bad park. Backs of buildings face 
onto space. Ramped to high side (creates 
security).

Pacific Northwest 
College of Art (PNCA) 1 Y

Arts and culture, access to living wage jobs, 
leverages private investment for community 
benefit. Innovation, creativity, education.

PNCA Park Block 1 Y

Opportunity for connection north and 
experience of green spaces.

G Y R 10min NotesPlace
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Powell’s Books 1 Y

Free places to sit and read, free public 
bathrooms, “third place.”

South Waterfront 1

Affordability challenges, no grocery store.

Under Broadway 
Overpass 1 Y

Opportunity for engagement, activities, not 
space.

Union Station Plaza 1 Y

Could use better design.

Vancouver Williams 
Neighborhood 1

“Buyout by California,” no community input, 
inequitable.

Washington Park 1

Users: Portlanders, tourists, families, business 
event goers, hikers, outdoor  
enthusiasts, school kids on field trips.  

Short-Term Improvements: Food carts that 
are open to the public for free, i.e. accessible 
to non zoo goers. Long-Term Improvements: 
Transit access (tram?!).

G Y R 10min NotesPlace
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STAKEHOLDER INTERVIEW SUMMARIES 

JOSE GONZALEZ, MILAGRO THEATRE 

• Broadway corridor will not attract diverse users unless there is programming and cultural 
attractions, and those uses need spaces. Jose sees cultural experiences as a means to 
“break the ice” between communities. 

• There are not enough indoor arts and culture spaces in Portland. This site could help 
provide space for performing arts, exhibits, and cultural gatherings. 

• There could be an open performance space, a sort of a mini-colosseum. Cover should be 
provided for Portland’s frequent light rain. Perhaps the area under the Broadway overpass 
could be used? 

• Revolution Hall at the former Washington High School gym could be a model for the site. 

• Jose is building a cross-cultural network within Portland. Such a convening of people 
would be important for managing and programming an inclusive cultural space. 

BRETT HORNER & TATE WHITE, PORTLAND PARKS & RECREATION 

• Parks feels there is an oversupply of programmed public spaces in downtown, like Director 
Park. They have to provide a full-time staff person for Pioneer Courthouse Square alone. 
Instead, they believe the area could use more opportunities for recreation. 

• The redevelopment of the Post Office property needs to continue the ribbon of parks 
downtown, from the North Park Blocks to the Pearl District parks. It should also help fulfill 
the Green Loop strategy. 

• Could the new space pull some of the activities off Tom McCall Park? To do so the public 
spaces on the property cannot be too small. 

• They would like to see curbless streets with public realm and street blurred. 

• Greenery and green drainage is preferable to hardscape. 

• Broadway Corridor should factor retail and adjacent ground floor uses into the open 
spaces. This could both help generate revenue and add “eyes on the street.” 

• Could the operation of the public spaces within Broadway Corridor be turned over to a 
private nonprofit type of arrangement? The Parks Department would be willing to consider 
this option. 

GEORGE DEVENDORF, TRANSITION PROJECTS 

• This project will experience an inevitable tension between lively public spaces 
(particularly those that provide dry, covered spaces) and people living outside. Prosper 
Portland should plan to get ahead of that tension. 

• A people-based approach to addressing homelessness should be included in the project by 
creating mobile engagement teams that meet people living outside where they are. This is 
an ongoing cost that must be accounted for. 
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• The site will need a BID or similar place management organization to operate the site, and 
particularly to work with the current population of people living on site. Likewise, public 
restrooms and showers would make a big difference, but require a commitment to ongoing 
maintenance. Mission-driven subcontractors like Clean and Safe can also perform double 
duty, providing paths to employment for people experiencing homelessness. 

• The best way to avoid encampments in public space is to provide alternatives, such as the 
large tent shelter planned under the Broadway Bridge, east of the Union Station tracks. 

• George feels that people of color are underrepresented in the current public input process, 
and that homelessness has not yet been adequately addressed. 

• A new food truck pod and an associated entrepreneurship program, similar to Portland 
Mercado could be a great way to bring a variety of people downtown while providing new 
economic opportunities. Compared to pods in the outer neighborhoods of Portland, the 
offerings that remain downtown tend lack any public space amenities (seating, shade, etc.). 

MAURICIO LECLERC & ZEF WAGNER, PBOT 

• PBOT is prepared to approach this project in a very progressive way. 

• Integrate the Green Loop with the redevelopment, taking creative opportunities for the 
path to interact with future buildings and public spaces. Harnessing private funds will 
be necessary to fulfilling this public goal. 

• Pedestrian and bike connections through the property to adjacent streets. 

• PBOT feels it has already made several accommodations for the project, as reflected in the 
initial Framework Plan. 

• Park Avenue and NW Johnson Street could be curbless; maybe a section of Hoyt Street  
adjacent to the site as well. 

• Cited the Portland Mercado as the type of activity that could work here, near the south end 
of the site. Could the long footprint of the Greyhound station be repurposed as a market? 
PBOT has recommended that Greyhound move to the Y Parcel, opposite Union Station, 
though Greyhound says there is insufficient space for servicing buses. 

• The Green Loop connection to the elevated section of Broadway could be an opportunity 
for a unique public space, such as a vantage point overlooking downtown, as well as a 
“bunny slope” bike connection for less experienced cyclists. 

• There is an opportunity to see the inbound lanes on the Broadway Bridge be reduced to 
one lane to the City Center. 

• PBOT could be a good partner for interim activations through their Livable Streets 
Strategy. 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PPS SITE OBSERVATIONS 

Interim Activation: The block adjacent to the Pacific Northwest College of Art (above) 
offers an ideal location for interim activation on the site. Its ownership by Parks and 
Recreation make it relatively easy to utilize, and its proximity to Chinatown, the PNCA and 
the North Park Blocks means that it has assets to build upon. In addition, the southern 
facade and parking area of the USPS building provide additional ground space, shade 
structures, and a partial sense of enclosure. PBOT also seemed open to traffic calming on 
NW Hoyt Street between these two elements. 

Homelessness: A significant number of 
people live outside on the BCMP site, 
particularly under the Broadway 
overpass, on the south edge of Bud Clark 
Commons (right), and at the 
northernmost end of the Portland 
Transit Mall. Development in these areas 
is likely to displace some of these 
individuals, while others may continue 
to live on-site after buildout. Measures 
should be taken to mitigate the negative 
impact of the BCMP project on their 
wellbeing, to leverage the development 
for their benefit, and to promote the 
compatibility of their ongoing presence 
with future public space uses. 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The back and interior of Ecotrust’s Natural Capital Center (above) seem to function well as 
community spaces, with lush greenery to boot. However, the eastern facade is currently 
mostly opaque and inactive, and has little connection to the USPS site across the street 
(below). How could the interim activation strategy empower Ecotrust and other anchors on 
site to spill out onto the BCMP site while contributing to the BCMP vision in the long term? 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The pedestrian routes on both NW Broadway (above) and NW Lovejoy Street (below) 
become significantly less inviting as those streets become overpasses on the BCMP site. 
PBOT also indicated that the cycling conditions are intense, and expressed the need for a 
“bunny slope” for less experienced cyclists to enter the site from Broadway Bridge. 
Additional traffic calming, enhanced pedestrian amenities, and particularly places to stop 
and linger, rather than just move through, could help make these streets more welcoming. 
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The plaza (and perhaps even the maintenance shed) of Union Station have the physical 
bones of a unique public destination, and simple activations could begin fulfilling that 
opportunity on an interim basis. However, the isolated location and relatively infrequent 
train service limit the amount of “by the way” foot traffic, demanding events or activities that 
are a big enough draw for people to travel there intentionally.
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